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Coming home to Wells Glass.
When it comes to home glazing Wells Glass does it all and we do it by going above and beyond
your expectations. And that service doesn’t stop when the jobs finished either. We’re at hand for
the lifetime of your product, whether it’s a repair to a pane or installing your personally designed
stained glass windows. And with same day repairs as well, we’re only too happy to help.
Not only that, but we make sure you get the right price, the right product and the best design
for your home, using the highest quality materials and latest technologies. You can also be sure
of the finished result, because when it comes to the construction process, all of our trusted fitting
and building crews are carefully selected and highly trained.
For any installation, we start with an initial visit to your home. And as a family business we know
what home means to you, because we take great care that whatever your choice is, it’s one you
have to live with. From that moment on you can be rest assured that everything will be carefully
explained and you’re in complete control from beginning to end.
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Keeping them safe and warm, whatever they’re up to…

Standard Windows
uPVC, Wood & Aluminium

Casement Windows
uPVC, Wood & Aluminium

Sash Windows
uPVC, Wood & Aluminium

Rooflights or Skylights
uPVC, Wood & Aluminium

Windows
Our large range of windows and doors are always made to specification from the highest quality
materials to ensure they function efficiently for your lifetime. From uPVC, Treated Wood or Metal,
grade II listed, or ultra modern seamless windows, we can provide your home just what it needs
for warmth, comfort and security.
With a wide range of glazing skills, with our traditional or bespoke service, we will give you the
ability to enhance your homes features whilst improving the technology of energy efficient glass
and the very latest in security systems. Not only will you save money from your energy bills,
you’ll gain peace of mind knowing your family is safe and secure.
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The way into the heart of your home.

Front & Back doors
uPVC, Aluminium & Wood

Bi-Fold Doors
uPVC, Aluminium & Wood

French Doors
uPVC, Aluminium & Wood

Patio Doors
uPVC, Aluminium & Wood

Doors
A door is more than just securing your family from the outside world, it’s the entrance to your world.
Wells Glass can provide you with one of the best ranges of uPVC, plastic powdered coated aluminium,
in a range of colours and bespoke joinery. We also provide composite doors that combine classical,
modern or technologically state of the art finishes and security.
• Door security options include: Inbuilt ‘anti-jacking’ system; Dead-bolt; Five-lever mortice
deadlock conforming to BS 3621; Key-operated multi-point locking system and Rim
automatic deadlatch with key-locking handle.
• uPVC doors are now available in black, white, mahogony, grey and cream, multiple colour
outside/inside. Their benefits include: Added extra security; cost effective; reduce outside noise;
require very little maintenance and are energy efficient.
• Aluminium doors Aluminium doors offer strength, durability and are highly resistant to
corrosion. The natural strength of aluminium gives you slim-lines, less frame and more glass.
Aluminium doors are maintenance free and built to last, with the life span of aluminium being
measured in decades rather than years. Aluminium is very sustainable, endlessly recyclable
and very environmentally friendly. Over 200 different RAL colours and you can even have
different colours inside and out.
• Composite doors are incredibly strong and secure and unlike uPVC doors, can be designed
to be aesthetically pleasing. This means that you do not have to compromise on style for the
sake of practicality. Composite doors require almost no maintenance and unlike wooden doors,
do not need regular painting and varnishing. Our range of composite doors, are solid framed
and 1.7 inches thick making them energy efficient. Our composite doors are also energy rated
making our doors thermally efficient to keep heat in your home.
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Keeping you warm in the winter and cool in the summer

Energy Saving
Building Regulations

Ultralite Double Glazing
Super thin double glazing

Triple Glazing
External/Internal Control

Thermoset polymers
Non conductive spacers

Understanding energy ratings - the science bit.
These days, energy conservation is increasingly high on the agenda. Our products are ‘A’ rated
energy efficient, providing optimal double-glazed insulation. When the weather turns cold,
our windows and doors will cut out draughts and minimise heat loss. By retaining the heat
generated, you will save money on fuel bills and stay warmer.
At Wells Glass we use Planitherm. The most efficient type of glass
available on the market today. It’s a glass that literally adds heat to your
home with no heat loss throught he windows. And with a staggering 26%
of all domestic heat loss escapes through the windows. Installing energy
efficient windows can save you up to 28% per year on your heating bills
compared to traditional windows and frames.
Research has shown that many homeowners assume that all double glazing is equally energy
efficient. In fact, there are huge differences in performance and it is the glass that makes the
difference.
Free Solar Heat Gain is an advanced coating technology to capture energy from
natural daylight to help heat the home
Thermal Insulation is an advanced coating that reflects heat back into the room,
meaning less energy is needed to heat the home to the desired temperature.
Optimal Energy Ratings combines with virtually any window frame to achieve a
Window Energy Rating (WER) of C and an A rating is easier to achieve.
Haze & Tint Free Windows maximise the amount of natural light into the home,
without the haze or tint effects associated with some older double glazed windows.
Eliminates Condensation and reduce draughts and cold spots in and around
windows.
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Whether it’s a quick repair to your glass, hinge or frame,
we’re here to help with our same day service.

Glass Cut to size
On the spot service

Stained glass windows
Repair or replacement

Mirrors
Made to measure

Double glazing units
Same day service

Glass and Glazing shop
At Wells Glass we know that when you need something fixed, it’s normally required to be
done urgently. With our same day service, we are perfectly disposed at our shop workshop to
undertake same traditional glazing works and modern unit builds. So, whether your trade or
house owner you can be sure to get what you need, when you need it.

Our list of services include:
• Glass cut to size while you wait

• Glass splashbacks for your kitchen

• Stained glass windows and leaded lights
made to order

• Safety glass cut whilst you wait

• Mirrors made to measure
• Double glazing units made to order*
• All parts for double glazed windows
• Sand blasted glass, Antique, Victoriana
glass in stock
• Full range of all types of glass

• Safety and solar films
• Full range of Silicones, putties & mastics
• A selection of framed mirrors
• uPVC display of various assembled
units in shop
• Car mirrors

* Double glazing units need to be booked in before mid-day for a same day service.
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE • ALL CARDS WELCOME

How to find our shop:

Opening hours:
07:45 - 17:35 Mon - Fri
08:00 - 14:00 Sat
Shop address:
1231 Greenford Road
Sudbury Hill
Greenford, Middlesex
UB6 0HY
Call:
0208 864 6931
0208 423 0270
01895 255 577
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Traditional Glazing for over 35 years

Home repairs
Onsite repair & replacement

Conservatory repairs
Large & small glass

Roof glazing repairs
Domestic & Commercial

Shop Front
Secured fitting

All Glazing repairs and replacement carried out to your home or
business. If it’s made from glass we can repair it or replace it.
We are a limited and exclusive group of traditional glazers, working within any medium of frame,
from wood, stone and uPVC to composite laminates and aluminium framing. So, whatever the
repair or replacement you need, you can be sure, we’ve done it before, and whatever it is it will
be done professionally.

Residential Services

Commercial Services

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaded lights
Double glazing
Broken or Misted units replaced
Double glazing units supplied
Single Glazing
Glass supplied
Partitions
Conservatory
Doors reglazed
Ventilation holes cut
Secondary glazing
Roof glazing
Any specialist glass
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Factories
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An economical system fully draft proofed noise reduction,
energy saving design matches existing windows. Perfect
for listed buildings or cheapskates.

Draft proof
Magnetic frame

Noise reduction
2x double glazing efficiency

Energy saving
Reduce your heating bills

Listed buildings
Virtually invisible frames

Secondary Glazing
Secondary glazing is ideal for buildings of every period where, windows require regular
ventilation. Casement windows but can be used for many other styles that make secondary
glazing an ideal economic solution to reducing noise and heating bills.
Horizontal slider systems and vertical systems are:
• Easy Cleaning with windows simply lift out for easy cleaning and storage - it could not be
simpler. Suitable for Georgian, Victorian and Edwardian vertical sash windows.
• Substantial energy savings are achieved and overall efficiency can be doubled by
improving the heat-loss coefficients.
• Noise reduction that is typically more than twice as effective as double glazing. With an
air-gap of only 40mm and using 4mm toughened glass noise was reduced by 40dBA while
retaining normal working of existing internal shutter.
• Ultra-thin lightweight framework means that its visibility is kept to an absolute
minimum.
Vertical secondary glazing can be mounted within the ‘staff beads’ of a vertical sliding sash
window, allowing the lower panel to be opened and enabling the retention of working internal
shutters. This is an important priority when satisfying the needs of Conservation Officers.
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When you’re ready to talk, talk to the experts.
Going beyond expectations since 1978.
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Call:
0208 864 6931
0208 423 0270
01895 255 577

Shop:
1231 Greenford Road
Sudbury Hill
Greenford UB6 0H

How to find us:
Googlemaps

Email:
hello@wellsglasswindows.com
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“Best service I’ve ever had.
Here’s to you Wells Glass.
Cheers.” Mr L. Whisky - Greenford

See what are customers say about our service

Add your review

+

“From beginning to end your service was efficient
and professional. And I was amazed when you built
my radiator cover too!”
Mrs T Wotwotwot - Fulham.

“Usa dolut volor sae si in cus num ipis magnima
volestinis dolora volorecati ipid eos magnatendae
plibus autemqui sequi restiis sent asit, earchitatu m
nit quiste conectinum.”

Mrs AN Other - Somewhere.

“Usa dolut volor sae si in cus num ipis magnima
volestinis dolora volorecati ipid eos magnatendae
plibus autemqui sequi restiis sent asit, earchitatu m
nit quiste conectinum.”

Mrs AN Other - Somewhere.

“Usa dolut volor sae si in cus num ipis magnima
volestinis dolora volorecati ipid eos magnatendae
plibus autemqui sequi restiis sent asit, earchitatu m
nit quiste conectinum.”

Mrs AN Other - Somewhere.

“Usa dolut volor sae si in cus num ipis magnima
volestinis dolora volorecati ipid eos magnatendae
plibus autemqui sequi restiis sent asit, earchitatu m
nit quiste conectinum.”

Mrs AN Other - Somewhere.
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Buy with confidence

Our approach is completely different. Each property is different and there are many opportunities on each house to
change, improve or carefully reproduce the existing character.
Wells Glass is driven by skilled, experienced and highly trained glazers. And with so many different windows and doors,
no installation is ever the same. Whether Aluminium, uPVC or timber windows we offer at least 4 different frame options
for each material, different frame thicknesses and profile shapes to suit personal taste, budget and character of property.
Firstly we will have a brief consultation that will last as long as you want it to. We will visit your property & discuss with
you the alternatives that will be suitable for your home and your budge. At this stage we can give an indication of costs
but will need to spend time after preparing an accurate assessment with full breakdown of costs giving you visibility and
control.

Survey

This is a most vital part of your project and often underestimated in our industry. A precision survey means that the
installers enjoy their work, the windows and doors are exactly the right size to suit your brick openings, minimal sealants
and trims, giving you the perfect finish to your replacement windows, doors and conservatories. Surveyed by the
installer doing the work, so you can feel at ease knowing you have for complete control and a we don’t sub-contract.

Installation

We understand that having done all the preparation, the installation, finishing detail and completion of your project is the
most important stage of all. This will be taken care of by one of our own teams of highly trained and highly experienced
craftsmen.

After Sales Service

This is the area that most window companies are the least enthusiastic about. You have paid your bill and they are
onto chasing new work. The reason we are growing from strength to strength after 34 years is that we look after our
customers. More than 50% of our work comes from people recommending us or returning for additional work.
We have records of every single window and door that we have ever installed dating right back to 1978, ensuring that
we are ready and organized to identify, replace or repair any item. We have traded without a break or name change for
34 years.
We guarantee that you should you entrust us with your project, you will be delighted with every aspect of the process,
we look forward to being of service to you.
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Special Offers
30% Off
Designer
Mirrors

30% Off
Internal
Dividers

30% Off
Internal
Dividers

More >

More >

30% Off
Internal
Dividers

30% Off
Internal
Dividers

More >

More >

Click on offer for more information, or pop in to the shop.
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High Tech Glazing solutions for energy efficiency

Energy saving
The thermal insulation provided by low-E double glazing is three times more efficient than that of standard double
glazing and PLANITHERM products are the ideal low-e solution to meeting and exceeding the newly revised Building
Regulations energy efficiency requirements.
Our products use a special coating to reflect heat from domestic heat sources back into the room, rather than allowing it
to escape through the windows. At the same time, this coating allows free heat and light from the sun to pass through
the glass, warming the room and further contributing to the energy efficiency of the windows and helping to reduce
your energy bills.
Our range can be combined with many other Glass products, providing a multitude of
high performance, multi-functional glazing options, including:
•
•
•
•

Self-cleaning and/or solar control glazing
Acoustic insulation
Safety and security
Obscured and/or decorative glazing

This combination of excellent thermal insulation with high solar heat gain makes
for the most energy efficient window glass available and the best possible choice for
energy savings.
Energy Saving Trust
Energy Saving Trust Recommended is a product certification and labelling scheme that
highlights products that are amongst the most energy efficient on the market and will
help consumers to save energy in the home.
With more than 18 years’ experience in advising consumers about energy efficiency,
the Energy Saving Trust is nationally renowned for its expertise in this field.
Windows with a B rating or higher are eligible to be certified by the Energy Saving
Trust Recommended scheme and to use the Energy Saving Trust Recommended label
(subject to approval).
High performance energy saving glass products such as Planitherm are recognised as
being an essential component in improving the energy efficiency of windows and can
help windows to qualify for Energy Saving Trust Recommended status.
For further information on the Energy Saving Trust please click here
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk
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LEGAL
Terms and conditions of website use
Welcome to our website. If you continue to browse and use this website, you are agreeing to comply with and be
bound by the following terms and conditions of use which, together with our privacy policy, govern Wells glass’s
relationship with you in relation to this website. If you disagree with any part of these terms and conditions, please do
not use our website.
The term ‘Wells glass’ or ‘us’ or ‘we’ refers to the owner of the website whose registered office is 1231 Greenford
Road, Sudbury Hill, Greenford, Middlesex, UB6 0HZ– Registered in England and Wales No: XXXXXXX The term ‘you’
refers to the user or viewer of our website. The use of this website is subject to the following terms of use:
The content of the pages of this website is for your general information and use only. It is subject to change
without notice. Neither we nor any third parties provide any warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy, timeliness,
performance, completeness or suitability of the information and materials found or offered on this website for any
particular purpose. You acknowledge that such information and materials may contain inaccuracies or errors and we
expressly exclude liability for any such inaccuracies or errors to the fullest extent permitted by law.
Your use of any information or materials on this website is entirely at your own risk, for which we shall not be liable.
It shall be your own responsibility to ensure that any products, services or information available through this website
meet your specific requirements.
This website contains material which is owned by or licensed to us. This material includes, but is not limited to, the
design, layout, look, appearance and graphics. Reproduction is prohibited other than in accordance with the copyright
notice, which forms part of these terms and conditions.
Unauthorised use of this website may give rise to a claim for damages and/or be a criminal offence. From time to time
this website may also include links to other websites. These links are provided for your convenience to provide further
information. They do not signify that we endorse the website(s). We have no responsibility for the content of the linked
website(s).
Your use of this website and any dispute arising out of such use of the website is subject to the laws of England,
Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales. For any queries regarding these terms and conditions, please contact us at
Wells glass Limited 1231 Greenford Road, Sudbury Hill, Greenford, Middlesex, UB6 0HZ. Tel: 0208 864 6931,
info@@wellsglass-windowsanddoors.com Registered in England and Wales No: XXXXXXX. VAT: XXXXXXXXX
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SEE EXTRA PAGE
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PRIVACY POLICY
This privacy policy is about the way information collected is used. No personal information is collected however information is collected
about how users access and use this website.
1.The information collected and used
If you use this website, you are in control of what information is collected, but if you choose not to share your information, you may not
be able to access or use some areas of this website.
1a.How information is collected
This information may be collected, stored and used when you use this website and when you call the Advertiser.
1b.What information is collected
The information collected and held may include but is not limited to:
information about your computer and about your visits to, and use of, the website (including your IP address, approximate geographical
location, browser type, referral source, length of visit and number of page views);
if you call the Advertiser, your phone and/or mobile phone number and the time, date and day of the week and length of your call; and
any other information you may provide to the provider of this site.
1c.Using cookies or other on-device storage
Cookies are information files stored on your computer, tablet or smartphone that help websites remember who you are and
information about your visit. For further information (including how to opt out of cookies) please go to the Cookie Policy.
2.How information collected is used
2a.When you use this website
When you use this website, information is collected. It will be used for the purposes set out in this privacy policy.
2b.Customisation of this website and advert targeting
The information collected when you use this website may be used to build up a picture of your interests. This information may be used
to try to make sure that when you visit or use the website, you don’t miss offers and information that might interest you. This is called
advert targeting.
2c.Tracking how the website is used
Information may be collected about activity on the website, or other organisations may be used to collect it and to share it. This
information is used to:
analyse statistics;
track pages and paths used by visitors to, or users of, the website;
target the adverts or offers, such as banners, on the website and on the websites of other organisations; and
track the use of the internet banner adverts and other links from marketing partners’ websites to this website.
For these purposes, the information on the path you take to get to the website and on some of the pages you visit or use through
the website, using cookies, web beacons and other on-device storage will be retained. For information about web beacons, or the
organisation used (including how to decline their cookies), please go to the Cookie Policy.
2d.Analysing call volumes
If you call the Advertiser using the number featured on the website, we may record your phone number, the time, date, day of the
week and length of the call and certain details about whether the call was answered or not. This information will be shared with the
Advertiser and used to analyse the effectiveness of the website.
3.Disclosure of your information
Your information may be passed to one or more of the following organisations:
the Advertiser;
data processing companies, mailing houses and other third party suppliers; and
government and enforcement agencies and the police.
Occasionally, this may involve sending your information outside the European Economic Area. For more information, please read
section 4 - Where your information is processed.
Every now and again, requests are received for information from government departments, the police and other enforcement agencies.
If this happens, and there is a proper legal basis for providing your information, it will be provided to the organisation asking for it.
4.Where your information is processed
When your information is used as described in section 2 - How information collected is used, this may occasionally involve sending
your information outside the European Economic Area (EEA). Where this is done, appropriate steps are taken to protect your
information. By using this website, you agree that your information may be transferred, stored and processed outside the EEA.
5.How your information is kept secure
The security of information is taken very seriously. Technology and security policies are in place to protect the information held.
6.How changes to this privacy policy may occur
This privacy policy may be updated from time to time so you may want to check it each time you visit the website.
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